
6 月 20 日字彙範圍（來源：vocabulary.com） 

1. subscript: a character or symbol set or printed or written beneath or slightly 

below and to the side of another character 

2. countenance: the appearance conveyed by a person's face 

3. poise: hold or carry in equilibrium 

4. wretch: someone you feel sorry for 

5. fiat: a legally binding command or decision 

6. cloister: residence that is a place of religious seclusion 

7. tabular: of or pertaining to or arranged in rows and columns 

8. stark: severely simple 

9. bound: confined by bonds 

10. gilt: having the deep slightly brownish color of gold 

11. taper: diminish gradually 

12. lark: any of numerous birds noted for their singing 

13. flush: rinse, clean, or empty with a liquid 

14. imposing: befitting an eminent person 

15. thorny: full of difficulties or perplexities 

16. scrupulous: characterized by extreme care and great effort 

17. windfall: a sudden happening that brings good fortune 

18. stuffy: lacking fresh air 

19. pretext: something serving to conceal plans 

20. repose: freedom from activity 

21. bode: indicate by signs 

22. unavailing: producing no result or effect 

23. quarry: animal hunted or caught for food 

24. contrived: showing effects of planning or manipulation 

25. arbitrary: based on or subject to individual discretion or preference 

26. aft: near or toward the stern of a ship or tail of an airplane 

27. temperance: the trait of avoiding excesses 

28. derby: a felt hat that is round and hard with a narrow brim 

29. altruistic: showing unselfish concern for the welfare of others 

30. stead: the place properly occupied or served by another 

31. manumission: the formal act of freeing from slavery 

32. writ: a legal document issued by a court or judicial officer 

33. beset: assail or attack on all sides 

34. prostrate: stretched out and lying at full length along the ground 

35. bough: any of the larger branches of a tree 



36. avail: be of use to, be useful to 

37. discretion: power of making choices unconstrained by external agencies 

38. inter: place in a grave or tomb 

39. spendthrift: someone who spends money freely or wastefully 

40. render: give or supply 

41. chiaroscuro: of the arrangement or interplay of light and dark in an artwork 

42. truss: a rigid framework of beams that supports a structure 

43. harry: make a pillaging or destructive raid on, as in wartimes 

44. clement: (of weather or climate) mild 

45. faction: a dissenting clique 

46. facile: arrived at without due care or effort; lacking depth 

47. conjecture: to believe especially on uncertain or tentative grounds 

48. becoming: displaying or setting off to best advantage 

49. rhetoric: study of the technique for using language effectively 

50. glen: a narrow secluded valley (in the mountains) 

51. oscillate: move or swing from side to side regularly 

52. rail: a horizontal bar (usually of wood or metal) 

53. despot: a cruel and oppressive dictator 

54. cordiality: a cordial disposition 

55. galley: a large medieval vessel with guns at stern and prow 

56. exalt: praise, glorify, or honor 

57. apprehension: fearful expectation or anticipation 

58. impart: bestow a quality on 

59. sanctimony: the quality of being hypocritically pious or devout 

60. pretense: the act of giving a false appearance 

61. dapple: a small contrasting part of something 

62. tact: consideration in dealing with others 

63. trim: make a reduction in 

64. severally: apart from others 

65. sublime: of high moral or intellectual value 

66. posterity: all future generations 

67. impress: have an emotional or cognitive impact upon 

68. colossal: so great in size or force or extent as to elicit awe 

69. congenial: suitable to your needs 

70. duly: at the proper time 

71. commonwealth: a political system in which power lies in a body of citizens 

72. confound: be confusing or perplexing to 

73. ardent: characterized by intense emotion 



74. dainty: something considered choice to eat 

75. censure: harsh criticism or disapproval 

76. tract: an extended area of land 

77. yoke: a wooden frame across the shoulders for carrying buckets 

78. rapture: a state of being carried away by overwhelming emotion 

79. hornswoggle: swindle or deprive of by deceit 

80. treasonous: constituting or having the characteristic of betrayal 

81. cartographer: a person who makes maps 

82. defines: how the form or outline of 

83. assent: agree or express agreement 

84. precipitate: bring about abruptly 

85. prudence: discretion in practical affairs 

86. parson: a person authorized to conduct religious worship 

87. allege: report or maintain 

88. thither: to or toward that place; away from the speaker 

89. discourse: an extended communication dealing with some particular topic 

90. ken: range of what one can know or understand 

91. philosophical: relating to the investigation of existence and knowledge 

92. seclusion: the act of isolating oneself from others 

93. ecclesiastic: of or associated with a church 

94. thatch: plant stalks used as roofing material 

95. customs: money collected under a tariff 

96. sheer: so thin as to transmit light 

97. vilification: slanderous defamation 

98. apprehend: anticipate with dread or anxiety 

99. notwithstanding: despite anything to the contrary 

100. throng: a large gathering of people 

101. datum: an item of factual information from measurement or research 

102. outmoded: out of fashion 

103. venerate: regard with feelings of respect and reverence 

104. manifest: clearly revealed to the mind or the senses or judgment 

105. vice: a specific form of evildoing 

106. elements: violent or severe weather 

107. vex: disturb, especially by minor irritations 

108. essentially: at bottom or by something's very nature 

109. lofty: of imposing height; especially standing out above others 

110. home: indirect onto a target, especially by navigational aids 

111. contrive: make or work out a plan for; devise 



112. founder: a person who establishes some institution 

113. pathos: a quality that arouses emotions, especially pity or sorrow 

114. obstinate: marked by tenacious unwillingness to yield 

115. nuptial: of or relating to a wedding 

116. vault: a burial chamber (usually underground) 

117. cede: give over 

118. endow: give qualities or abilities to 

119. prose: ordinary writing as distinguished from verse 

120. apt: being of striking pertinence 

121. resolute: firm in purpose or belief 

122. shrewd: marked by practical hardheaded intelligence 

113. pious: having or showing or expressing reverence for a deity 

114. intercept: seize, interrupt, or stop something on its way 

115. potency: the power or right to give orders or make decisions 

116. squire: a man who attends or escorts a woman 

117. speculation: continuous contemplation on a subject of a deep nature 

118. sow: place seeds in or on the ground for future growth 

119. procession: the act of moving forward, as toward a goal 

120. superlative: highest in quality 

121. ordain: invest with ministerial or priestly authority 

122. parish: a local church community 

123. conspicuous: obvious to the eye or mind 

124. studied: produced or marked by conscious design or premeditation 

125. pine: a coniferous tree 

126. soliloquy: speech you make to yourself 

127. baron: a nobleman (in various countries) of varying rank 

128. frontier: a wilderness at the edge of a settled area of a country 

129. disposition: your usual mood 

130. respective: considered individually 

131. prudent: marked by sound judgment 

132. convey: transmit or serve as the medium for transmission 

133. cardinal: a vivid red color 

134. contend: compete for something 

135. whence: from what place, source, or cause 

136. eminent: standing above others in quality or position 

137. tread: put down, place, or press the foot 

138. reproach: express criticism towards 

139. wit: mental ability 



140. compel: force somebody to do something 

141. concurrent: occurring or operating at the same time 

142. accord: concurrence of opinion 

143. trifle: a detail that is considered insignificant 

144. haze: dust or smoke in the air that causes reduced visibility 

145. industry: the action of making of goods and services for sale 

146. instance: an item of information that is typical of a class or group 

147. treatise: a formal exposition 

148. odium: hate coupled with disgust 

149. bearing: characteristic way of holding one's body 

150. island: a land mass that is surrounded by water 

151. baker: someone who prepares bread or cake 


